Kinematics and Microphysics of Convection in the Outer Rainband of Typhoon Nida (2016) Revealed by Polarimetric Radar
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ABSTRACT

This study analyzes the microphysics of convective cells in an outer rainband of Typhoon Nida (2016) using data collected by a newly upgraded operational polarimetric radar in China. The life cycle of these convective cells is divided into three stages: developing, mature, and decaying according to the intensity of the corresponding updraft. Composite analysis shows that deep columns of $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ collocate well with the enhanced updraft as the cells develop to their mature stage. A layered microphysical structure is observed in the ice region with riming near the $-5^\circ$C level within the updraft, aggregation around the $-15^\circ$C level, and deposition anywhere above the $0^\circ$C level. These ice-phase microphysical processes are important pathways of particle growth in the outer rainbands. In particular, riming contributes significantly to surface heavy rainfall. These contrast to previously documented inner rainbands, where warm-rain processes are the predominant pathway of particle growth.

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclone (TC) rainbands are important to study, as they can affect the structure and intensity of TCs (Barnes et al. 1983; Willoughby 1990; Wang 2009), and also directly impact the surface precipitation. TC rainbands (TCRs) are typically organized in spiral band shapes characterized by both convective and extensive stratiform precipitation outside the eyewall (Wexler 1947; Senn and Hiser 1959; Houze 2010). Generally, two types of TCRs are defined based on their positions and movement relative to the storm center: inner and outer rainbands. While inner rainbands are typically located near the eyewall, outer rainbands usually develop farther outside the eyewall, $\sim150$ km from the center (Willoughby et al. 1984; Wang 2002; Skwira et al. 2005).

In the past few decades, numerous studies have attempted to document the convective and mesoscale structures of TCRs with advanced aircraft instruments (Barnes and Stossmeister 1986; Powell 1990a,b; Hence and Houze 2008; Didlake and Houze 2013a,b); however, most focused on inner rainbands. As mentioned in the review of Houze (2010), the environment at the outer periphery of the TC tends to have higher CAPE than the inner regions, which may lead to the observed different features of the outer rainbands. This hypothesis is supported by some observational and modeling studies in recent years (Yu and Tsai 2013; Moon and Nolan 2015). By examining the wind structure retrieved from ground-based radars, Yu and Tsai (2013) documented the kinematic and precipitation structure of outer rainbands: they exhibited a more convective nature, and their vertical wind structure included deep band-relative inflow, a rearward tilt of the updraft, and band-relative rear-to-front flow at low levels. They concluded that the airflow patterns of the outer rainband were similar to those of the convective region of squall lines. Recent numerical simulation studies also reported similar features of the outer rainbands in their real-case simulations (Akter and Tsuboki 2012; Moon and Nolan 2015).
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Aside from the mesoscale kinematic structure and associated dynamic processes within outer rainbands, few studies have ever discussed their microphysics. However, microphysical processes in the outer rainbands are important given their strong impact on TC structure, intensity change, and precipitation variation through complex interactions with the storm dynamics (McCauley 1991; McFarquhar et al. 2006; Fovell and Su 2007; Fovell et al. 2009). Recent studies also pointed to the essential role of the outer rainband in the initiation of tropical cyclone eyewall replacement cycles (Fang and Zhang 2012; Rozoff et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2017). Although aircraft in situ observations are able to shed some light onto cloud microphysics in TCRs along the flight track (Black and Hallett 1986; Marks and Houze 1987; Black 1990; Black et al. 1994; Black and Hallett 1999), they cannot reveal the three-dimensional distribution of hydrometeor type and size (Houze 2010).

In recent years, a more advanced and powerful tool—polarimetric radar—has been employed to provide insight into the microphysics in precipitation systems. Polarimetric radar can provide detailed information of the size, shape, and orientation of the particles within a radar sampling volume, which can help us infer the most likely ongoing microphysical processes. Such analyses have been applied to different tropical precipitation systems, including MJO convection (Rowe and Houze 2014), and TC convection (May et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2016; Didlake and Kumjian 2017). For example, May et al. (2008) described the microphysical structure in the eyewall of Tropical Cyclone Ingrid (2005) with polarimetric radar observations for the first time, and their results revealed that the retrieved hydrometeor types are consistent with the aircraft observations. Didlake and Kumjian (2017) related the microphysics of the precipitation with the overall TC dynamics and demonstrated that the ice-phase microphysical processes above the melting level vary significantly across the storm. Wang et al. (2016) examined the microphysical and kinematic characteristics of an inner rainband in Typhoon Matmo (2014) that moved far inland. These studies demonstrate that polarimetric radar observations and retrievals can be used to promote our understandings of the microphysics of TC precipitation. Although previous studies have attempted to document the precipitation microphysics in TCs, the microphysical structure in convective scale and the microphysical processes contributing to the heavy precipitation in the TC outer rainband are not fully understood.

Typhoon Nida was the fourth tropical cyclone that developed in the western North Pacific in 2016. Before it made landfall in south China, an intense outer rainband with a large number of convective cells passed near Guangzhou city at around 0900 UTC 1 August, bringing heavy precipitation (3-h accumulated rainfall >50 mm). This outer rainband (Fig. 1) was located at a radial distance of ~250 km from the TC center and propagated southwestward.

In this study, for the first time, we document the detailed kinematic structure and microphysics associated with convective cells in a TC outer rainband, as well as their evolution during the convective life cycle. Our goal is to explore the potential microphysical processes in the outer rainband responsible for the observed heavy precipitation.

2. Data and methods

The primary data for the investigation of the outer rainband are collected by two S-band operational Doppler radars located at Shenzhen and Guangzhou, China, respectively (Fig. 1). The Guangzhou radar (GZRD) was recently upgraded to have polarimetric capabilities. The composite equivalent reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization $Z_H$, the differential reflectivity $Z_{DR}$, and the specific differential phase $K_{DP}$ are used to examine the microphysical characteristics of the rainband. The data with correlation coefficient $\rho_{HV}$ below 0.85 are discarded to remove nonmeteorological echoes. The quality control procedures applied to the data follow those in Huang et al. (2017). After quality control, the radar data are interpolated onto a Cartesian grid with 1.0-km horizontal and 0.5-km vertical spacing using the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) REORDER software (Oye et al. 1995). The lowest grid altitude is 0.5 km. Dual-Doppler synthesis (Ray et al. 1978) is then applied to retrieve the three-dimensional wind field in the rainband. The two gray circles in Fig. 1 indicate the synthesis domain and the retrieved wind field extends to 15 km in altitude. To reduce the uncertainties and errors in the dual-Doppler-derived winds, data with cross-beam angles <30° are excluded (Doviak and Zrnić 1993).

The fuzzy-logic polarimetric radar hydrometeor identification algorithm (HID) developed by Dolan et al. (2013) is employed to estimate the particle types present in the rainband, based on the polarimetric variables collected by Guangzhou radar. In this algorithm, seven ice-phased hydrometeor types are identified, including ice crystals, aggregates, wet snow, high-density graupel, low-density graupel, hail, and vertically aligned ice. The estimated particle types can be used to infer the underlying microphysical processes. The seven types of ice-phased hydrometeors in the Dolan et al. (2013) HID algorithm used herein can reflect four types of ice...
microphysical processes: deposition, aggregation, riming, and melting. The “ice crystals” category refers to pristine ice particles that grow predominantly via vapor deposition. “Vertically aligned ice” refers to these same crystals that are reoriented by strong electric fields in the storm (e.g., Ryzhkov and Zrnić 2007; Hubbert et al. 2014). The “aggregates” suggest the aggregation of pristine ice crystals into larger, tumbling conglomerates. The “high- and low-density graupel” and “hail” categories imply riming. These three processes are the main ice-phased particle growth processes. Finally, “wet snow” usually is an indication of melting in the case of a well-defined melting layer brightband signature.

A rawinsonde released at Qingyuan at 0600 UTC 1 August provides the environmental conditions prior to the rainband formation in the analysis domain (Fig. 2). The thermodynamic characteristics prior to rainband formation were unsaturated throughout the troposphere, especially at midlevels. The CAPE was about 3507 J kg$^{-1}$, which is comparable to the observed CAPE value of a typical midlatitude continental squall-line environments (e.g., Bluestein and Jain 1985; Wyss and Emanuel 1988) and is much larger than previously observed CAPE values in TC land or oceanic environments at a similar radial distances $r$ from the storm center [i.e., 1500 J kg$^{-1}$ at $r = 300$ km over the ocean and 1200 J kg$^{-1}$ over land reported by McCaul (1991) and Bogner et al. (2000), respectively]. The sounding data are also used as input for HID algorithm and to infer the heights of the temperatures in the following discussion.

3. Results and discussion

a. Microphysical characteristics of mature convective cells

The composite $Z_H$ at 3-km altitude of Typhoon Nida at 1000 UTC 1 August is shown in Fig. 1. The outer rainband comprises numerous scattered convective cells. To examine the structures and evolution of these convective cells, they are separated into three groups: developing, mature, and decaying. Following the convective cell identification method used in Moon and Nolan (2015), the classification is based on updraft intensity and temporal variations at 3-km altitude. Therefore, the cells selected for analysis are located in the dual-Doppler analysis domain where the retrieval of vertical velocity is possible. The cells are classified as mature if the updraft speed is $>3$ m s$^{-1}$ at 3 km, developing if the updraft speed is $<3$ m s$^{-1}$ and has never reached this intensity before, and decaying if the updraft speed decreases below 3 m s$^{-1}$ again. Based on these criteria, there are 111, 164, and 69 samples of developing, mature, and decaying cells, respectively, identified by 31 radar volume scans.

Figure 3 gives an example of a mature convective cell at 1018 UTC 1 August. In Fig. 3a, the black solid contours are upward motion at 3-km altitude, whereas
white solid contours are downward motion. The yellow star marks the center of the identified mature convective cell. The cross sections displayed in Figs. 3b–e are taken along the black line AB parallel to the direction of the rainband motion, and the horizontal wind vectors are rainband-relative winds. As revealed in Fig. 3b, the vertical structure across this mature convective cell is similar to the airflow of the convective region of squall lines (Houze 1989), and consistent with the TC outer rainband convection documented by previous studies (Yu and Tsai 2013; Moon and Nolan 2015). Low-level inflow dominates at the front side of the convection, and it is lifted upward to form a rearward-sloping convective updraft. A relatively weak inflow formed by a branch of downward motion can be found behind the updraft. This inflow is not apparent as the rear-to-front inflow illustrated in Yu and Tsai (2013), whose cross sections were taken along the arc-shaped echoes that are a signature of a strong downdraft spreading out below a convective cell (Houze 2010).

In Fig. 3c, the maximum $Z_{DR}$ value near the surface within the convective cell is below the updraft, and is collocated with the maximum in $Z_{H}$. For liquid particles, larger raindrops become more oblate than smaller ones as a result of deformation by aerodynamic drag. Because $Z_{DR}$ is a measure of the reflectivity-weighted axis ratio of the particles small compared to the radar wavelength, rainfall characterized by larger mean raindrop size will have larger observed $Z_{DR}$ values (e.g., Seliga and Bringi 1976; Doviak and Zrnić 1993; Kumjian 2013). In this mature cell, the surface $Z_{DR}$ maximum is $\sim 3.4$ dB, corresponding to a mass-weighted mean diameter $D_m$ of $\sim 3.4$ mm based on drop size distribution retrievals (Zhang et al. 2001), indicating the preponderance of large raindrops. Above the 0°C level ($\sim 5.3$ km based on the environmental sounding in Fig. 2), there is a positive $Z_{DR}$ column near the updraft, where $Z_{DR}$ values $>1.5$ dB extend to $\sim 7.5$-km altitude (Fig. 3c). A $K_{DP}$ column is also present, with values $>1.0^\circ$ km$^{-1}$ also extending to $\sim 7.5$-km altitude (Fig. 3d). The $Z_{DR}$ columns and $K_{DP}$ columns are indicative of supercooled
With the existence of supercooled liquid water associated with a strong updraft, it is likely that the ice particles within the updraft would experience riming, leading to hydrometeors like graupel. The HID algorithm-retrieved particle types shown in Fig. 3e are supportive of this speculation, showing that graupel dominates in the updraft region above the 0°C level, with low-density graupel above the high-density graupel. Note that the partitioning of low- and high-density graupel in such algorithms (e.g., Dolan et al. 2013) should be taken with caution, as it is unlikely that such a distinction can be made from polarimetric radar data alone. Away from the updraft, aggregates are inferred as the most dominant ice particles above the 0°C level. Outside the updraft region, a clear melting layer signature and the HID suggest ice-phased particles begin melting into wet snow near 5.5-km altitude. The particles finally become raindrops beneath the melting layer. The “drizzle” category in the HID algorithm (Dolan et al. 2013) is likely a misidentification of light rain: drizzle implies rain generated via warm-rain processes, whereas this case exhibits clear melting. Aside from these caveats, the HID-retrieved hydrometeor distribution in this example is consistent with the analysis of the polarimetric variables (Figs. 3c,d), thereby providing a physically reasonable result.

**b. Evolution of the microphysical characteristics**

To obtain the evolution of the microphysical characteristics of the convective cells in the outer rainband, we will examine the three groups of cells (developing, mature, and decaying) as identified above. Figure 4 shows the composite-mean vertical cross section of $Z_{\text{H}}$, $Z_{\text{DR}}$, and $K_{\text{DP}}$ of the convective cells along the direction of rainband motion for each of these groups.
At the developing stage (top row), the composited convective cell $Z_H > 30 \text{dBZ}$ extends to $\sim 5.5$-km height, just above the melting level (Fig. 4a). The upward motion in the convective cell is relatively weak with downward motion flanking on both the front and rear sides (Fig. 4a). When the cells develop into their mature stage, the composite kinematic structure resembles the typical structure of mature convective cells with the 30-dBZ contour reaching as high as 9.5 km, including a layer of inflow feeding the convection from the front, a rearward-sloping updraft, and a compensating rearward downdraft (Fig. 4d). In the decaying stage, the 30-dBZ contour descends to about 7 km as the updraft weakens (Fig. 4g). During the evolution of the convective cell, the surface $Z_H$ maximum is the widest and largest ($\sim 50 \text{dBZ}$) in the mature stage, suggesting the strongest surface precipitation in this stage (Fig. 4d).

The evolution of polarimetric variables is shown in the right two columns of Fig. 4. As the convective cell becomes stronger at the mature stage, the maximum values of $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ near the surface become larger and their widths increase. This also suggests that the mean raindrop size and the total liquid water content in the mature stage are the largest, which relates closely to the strongest surface precipitation. Large $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ values above the 0°C level are also at a higher altitude in the mature stage, indicating the signature of a mature $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ column on average. This is similar to the composited midlatitude continental convective cells reported in Homeyer and Kumjian (2015).

To quantitatively compare the polarimetric variables at different stages of convective cells, the median vertical profile of each variable in the cell center ($x = 0$) is extracted (Fig. 5). In Fig. 5a, the $Z_H$ median profiles in the updraft show similar patterns above the 0°C level in all the three stages: $Z_H$ values increase sharply toward the ground. As in Fig. 4, the mature stage exhibits the largest surface $Z_H$. Beneath the melting layer, the $Z_H$ values are all nearly constant with height in all three stages. This trend indicates that the primary growth of particle sizes and increase in number concentration are above the 0°C level. The lack of a clear melting layer “brightband” signature in all the three stages is consistent with profiles from convective precipitation, where rimed ice particles are the dominant hydrometeors contributing to rainfall below. Further, the $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ profiles are consistent with melting of rimed ice (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2013) and a lack of significant growth via warm-rain processes (e.g., Rosenfeld and Ulbrich 2003; Kumjian and Prat 2014). The $K_{DP}$ maximum just below the melting layer during the mature stage can be mostly attributed to the melting of larger ice hydrometeors (i.e., graupel), which has been documented by a modeling study (Ryzhkov et al. 2013) and observations (e.g., Cifelli et al. 2002; Rowe et al. 2012). Together, these imply the dominance of ice processes contributing to the heavy rainfall.

Above the 0°C level, the particle growth processes are divided into two layers based on the characteristics of the polarimetric profiles (Figs. 5b–d). The first layer is between 12 and 8 km (corresponding to the temperature regimes below $-14^\circ$C), where $Z_H$ increases rapidly while $Z_{DR}$ decreases slightly. Large aggregates are usually observed to have very low $Z_{DR}$ because of their low density and the increased fluttering (e.g., Kumjian 2013). Additionally, their large sizes compared to the pristine crystals tend to cause larger $Z_H$ values. Thus, the increasing $Z_H$ and decreasing $Z_{DR}$ with decreasing height is a good indication of the ongoing aggregation process in this layer.

The second layer is between 8 km (about $-14^\circ$C) and the 0°C level, where both the $Z_H$ and $Z_{DR}$ profiles exhibit a sharp increase toward the 0°C level. There is also an increase in the $K_{DP}$ profiles. In the updraft region, there usually exists a particle freezing zone marked by an enhanced linear depolarization ratio $L_{DR}$, or decreased $\rho_{HV}$ and sharply decreased $Z_{DR}$ relative to the region just below (Kumjian et al. 2012). Although $L_{DR}$ is not available in this dataset, $\rho_{HV}$ decreases from 0.98 at 8 km to 0.96 at 6 km (not shown). The observed $Z_{DR}$ behavior and the decrease in $\rho_{HV}$ might indicate hydrometeor freezing in the updraft during their entire life cycles of convective cells in this outer rainband. Another important feature in the second layer is the more noticeable increase of $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ in the mature stage, indicating the most robust $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ columns. Stronger updrafts (Fig. 5d) and subsequently greater amounts of supercooled liquid water as indicated by the stout $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ columns also suggest more active riming in the mature stage. When riming occurs, $Z_H$ becomes larger as a result of the particle’s increased mass, and $Z_{DR}$ tends to be near zero since most rimed particles are quasi spherical and/or tumbling (e.g., Kumjian 2013; Kumjian et al. 2014a,b). In the second layer, although the median $Z_{DR}$ and $K_{DP}$ increase toward the freezing level as a result of the existence of supercooled liquid water, the increase of $Z_H$ reflects the occurrence of riming. The larger increase in $Z_H$ in the mature stage suggests that larger and/or more graupel is produced by the more active riming processes. The fallout of these ice-phased particles is seemingly related to the intense surface precipitation in the mature stage.

c. Ice microphysical process as inferred from the HID retrievals

Figure 6 shows the frequency and spatial distribution for three types of hydrometeors (ice crystals, aggregates,
and graupel/hail) relative to the location of the updraft at the three different stages of convective cell life cycle identified above. For each point in the updraft-relative cross sections, the frequency that a specific hydrometeor type occurs in individual cross sections is counted and divided by the total sample size at each stage. For example, if 50 out of the 164 cells at the mature stage are identified as graupel at a given point, then the frequency for graupel at that point for mature stage is 0.3. If graupel possesses the highest occurrence frequency at a given point compared to the other types of particles, then it is considered the most possible/dominant hydrometeor type, which we then use to infer the most likely microphysical processes. In all three stages, the frequency of the ice crystals is not very high, though they are prevalent everywhere above the melting level except in the strong updraft regions of the mature cases. This is because the presence of any aggregates or graupel in the sampling volume will totally dominate the back-scattering properties and thus mask the presence of ice crystals. At the developing stage (Fig. 6d), aggregates are concentrated around the altitude corresponding to −15°C, but are found up to altitudes corresponding to the −20°C level at the mature stage. When the convective updraft weakens during the decaying stage, the aggregates again are concentrated near the −15°C level.

**Fig. 5.** The vertical profiles of median (a) reflectivity, (b) $Z_{DR}$, (c) $K_{DP}$, and (d) vertical velocity at the convective center during three evolution stages. The black dashed lines represent the level of (from top to bottom) −40°, −20°, and 0°C, respectively. The yellow and red shading in (b),(c) denotes the “aggregation zone” and “riming zone,” respectively.
Graupel and hail (G/HA) classifications only occur within higher $Z_M$ within the updraft (Figs. 6g–i) where there is an abundance of supercooled liquid water. The frequency of G/HA is largest at the mature stage when the updraft is the strongest.

Based on the distribution and evolution of the ice-phased particle inferred from HID, it is suggested that deposition occurs everywhere above the melting level in the convective cells. The pristine ice crystals significantly aggregate at altitude corresponding to $-15^\circ$C or even higher in mature convective cells. As expected, significant riming only occurs within the convective updraft where particles collect supercooled liquid water. When the convective cells become stronger, larger upward vertical velocities lift more supercooled liquid water to support more active riming that finally produces greater concentrations of rimed particles. The surface precipitation is therefore enhanced as these larger, faster-falling ice particles descend and melt into larger raindrops. This result is consistent with the discussion in sections 3a and 3b.

d. Comparison between outer and inner rainband

The analyses of the vertical profiles of the polarimetric radar variables and the distribution of the HID retrievals indicate that the particle growth in this outer rainband is mainly via ice-phase microphysical processes, which is in sharp contrast to the dominant warm-rain processes (collision–coalescence–breakup) below the melting layer in the inner rainband of an inland typhoon (Wang et al. 2016). To evaluate the robustness of this discrepancy between the inner and outer rainbands for landfalling typhoons, we also briefly analyze the microphysical characteristics in an inner rainband of Typhoon Nida (2016), although the microphysics in the inner rainband is not our focus in this study. Different to the discrete convective cell structures in the outer rainband, the inner rainband has a connected band structure.
because convective cells are generally azimuthally stretched and smoothed by strong horizontal wind shear of TC circulation in the inner-core region (Fig. 7a). Therefore, we extract 93 points \( \left( \mathbf{w} > 1 \text{ m s}^{-1} \right) \) at 3-km altitude along the convective band from 10 radar sample volume scans during the period from 1900 to 2000 UTC 1 August. We choose the criteria \( \mathbf{w} > 1 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) instead of \( \mathbf{w} > 3 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) in the outer rainband, as we found that the convective updraft in the inner rainband is generally weaker. For example, Figs. 7b–d show an extracted vertical cross section normal to the inner rainband at 1930 UTC 1 August. This inner rainband is located outside the eyewall at a 100-km radius from the storm center (Fig. 7a). The kinematic structure and microphysics in the inner rainband (Fig. 7) differ substantially from those associated with the outer rainband (Fig. 3). First, the airflow patterns in the inner rainband are similar to those of previously documented typhoon inner rainbands (Barnes et al. 1983; Hence and Houze 2008), but differ fundamentally from the outer rainband that exhibits a squall-line structure. The convective updraft in the inner rainband is relatively weaker than that in the outer rainband (Fig. 3a), and the echo top of the inner rainband only extends to 8-km altitude (Fig. 7b). These kinematic and \( Z_H \) structures are consistent with observations from Didlake and Houze (2013a), who found that outer rainbands tended to have deeper and more intense updrafts, and thus taller \( Z_H \) towers, than those of inner rainbands. Second, the raindrop sizes in the inner rainband are much smaller, which is suggested by the smaller \( Z_{DR} \) values (<1.0 dB, see Fig. 7c) and the retrieved mass-weighted mean diameters \( D_m \) (<1.5 mm, not shown). Third, the HID algorithm-retrieved particle-type distribution indicates that there are fewer rimed particles above the 0°C level (Fig. 7d). The absence of high-density graupel in the convective updraft is consistent with the missing of \( Z_{DR} \) column above the 0°C level (Fig. 7c). This is most likely due to the relatively weaker convective updrafts in the inner rainband (e.g., Figs. 7b) that cannot loft sufficient supercooled liquid water above the melting layer, a key factor for the formation of graupel.

The vertical profiles of median \( Z_H, Z_{DR}, K_{DP}, \) and vertical velocity for 93 points in the inner rainband are further calculated and compared with the results at the mature stage of convective cells in the outer rainband (Figs. 8a–d). Consistent with the findings based on the comparison of a single vertical slice, the median intensity of the updraft is much weaker in the inner rainband (Fig. 8d), and the vertical extent of scatters in the inner rainband (\( Z_H \) profile reaches ~11 km) is much lower than that of the outer rainband (>15 km). Above the 0°C level, the values of \( Z_{DR} \) and \( K_{DP} \) in the inner rainband show very little change (Figs. 8b,c), while a rapid increase in \( Z_{DR} \) and \( K_{DP} \) with decreasing altitude is found in the outer rainband (Figs. 5b,c). This sharp
contrast suggests that active riming can be only found in the outer rainband. Below the 0°C level, the vertical profiles of median polarimetric variables in the inner rainband are similar to those shown by Wang et al. (2016). The simultaneous increase of $Z_H$, $Z_{DR}$, and $K_{DP}$ toward the ground in the inner rainband indicates the high efficiency of warm-rain processes (i.e., raindrop collision–coalescence and/or the collection of cloud water by raindrops). To roughly estimate the relative contribution of ice and warm-rain processes to the

![Figure 8](http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/MWR-D-17-0320.1). The median profiles of (a) reflectivity, (b) $Z_{DR}$, (c) $K_{DP}$, (d) vertical velocity, (e) ice water content, and (f) liquid water content at the convective center in the inner rainband (blue lines) and the mature stage of the outer rainband (red lines). The black dashed lines represent the level of (from top to bottom) −40°C, −20°C, and 0°C for the outer rainband environment, respectively.
low-level heavy rainfall, the liquid and ice water contents are calculated based on GZRD observations (Fig. 8e,f), using the same method in Wang et al. (2016). The vertical profiles of the ice and liquid water content of the inner rainband (blue lines in Figs. 8e.f) show a similar pattern as Wang et al. (2016). The liquid water content increases rapid below the melting level, and has an order of magnitude larger than the ice water content. In the contrast, the ice water content in the outer rainband (red lines) is much larger than that in the inner rainband and is comparable to the liquid water content on the surface, suggesting ice rain process playing a more dominant role in Nida’s outer rainband.

The above analyses are consistent with previous studies showing that the updrafts in outer rainbands tend to be deeper and stronger than those of inner rainbands. As a result, the dominant microphysical processes leading to surface or low-level rainfall in the outer rainband are indeed distinct from that in the inner rainband as confirmed here. Although the warm-rain processes are dominant in the inner rainband, the ice-phase microphysical processes are more important in the outer rainband.

4. Summary and conclusions

In this study, we examined the microphysical characteristics of the convective cells in an outer rainband of Typhoon Nida based on observations collected by the polarimetric radar located at Guangzhou, China. The convective cells in the outer rainband are separated into three stages according to their life cycle. The main conclusions of this study are summarized as follows.

Composite vertical structures of convective cells at different stages indicate that the strongest convective updraft at the mature stage exhibits a rearward slope, similar to the observed kinematic structure in previous studies. The vertical profiles of the polarimetric variables suggest that the major pathway to rainfall is via ice-phased microphysical processes above the melting level, including aggregation and riming.

This hypothesis is confirmed by the occurrence frequency of different hydrometeors relative to convective updraft retrieved by the HID algorithm (Dolan et al. 2013), which can be used to infer the potential ongoing microphysical processes that occurred in the convective cells. Results show the layered pattern of inferred ice processes. Depositional growth occurs everywhere above the melting level in the convective cells, whereas aggregation is the most prevalent ice-phased process that takes place at the −15°C level or even higher in the stronger updraft of mature convective cells. Rimming occurs within the convective updraft in all three stages. In particular, riming tends to happen more frequently in the mature convective cells, and it is a major microphysics contributor to the intense surface precipitation and larger raindrops found in the outer rainband.

The inferred microphysics occurring in this outer rainband is quite different from that of the inner rainband analyzed by Wang et al. (2016). Whereas Wang et al. (2016) found the dominance of warm-rain processes in the inner rainband, here in the outer rainband particle growth is dominated by ice-phased processes. Note that active riming in the outer rainband is similar to that found in a subtropical squall line (Wen et al. 2017). This could be understood given their similar prestorm thermodynamic conditions, as the sounding profiles in these two situations indicates a comparable large CAPE value (3428.3 J kg⁻¹ in Wen et al. 2017), suggesting the potential for intense updrafts more conductive to active riming.

Finally, one caveat of this study is that the microphysical characteristics of the outer rainband presented herein are drawn from a single case study, and particularly, the outer rainband was entirely over land rather than in a typical oceanic environment. The localized land effect (including complex terrain) may play a role in the kinematic and microphysical structures of convective cells in the outer rainband. Therefore, the conclusions in this study should not be overgeneralized to oceanic TC outer rainbands. To better understand the microphysical processes of TC outer rainbands in different environments, more systematic observational examinations and/or high-resolution numerical simulation analysis are expected in the future.
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